Secure HaloTM Helps Mitigate
Third-Party Risk
Adversaries are always looking for the path of least resistance, and
that can often include use of third-party vendors and supply chain
partners to gain a foothold into your network. The maturity of your
security posture is meaningless if those connected to your digital
ecosystem have exploitable vulnerabilities.
Secure Halo™ offers a greater understanding of external cyber risk
by providing an aggregate assessment of third parties within your
security ecosystem (clients/vendors/third-party relationships). By
examining cyber risk across the enterprises of these third parties,
the Secure Halo™ platform enables you to view an allencompassing analysis of your third-party cyber risk.
Secure Halo™ enhances vendor selection, especially in request for
proposal (RFP) processes. Organizations can quickly examine
multiple vendors simultaneously to compare their corresponding
cyber risk, an important aspect when determining who to trust and
do business with.

SECURE HALO DASHBOARD VIEWS

Secure Halo™
Assessment
Improves Efficiency
and Insight
»» View immediate and
prioritized risk-based results in
convenient dashboard
»» Easily distribute assessment to
clients or vendors, and track
completion status
»» Make faster and betterinformed decisions
»» Scale to business size and
need
»» Take deeper dive into
automated reporting by
drilling down into subcategories
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Assess, Select, and Manage
Third parties are becoming a common threat vector into internal
networks. In order to fulfill their contract, third parties are often
granted access to information assets. Diligence in understanding
how well those organizations will protect that information is
paramount to holistic cyber risk management. Secure Halo™
provides a standard reporting format to compare vendors’ security
maturity, identify outliers for remediation, track improvements over
time, and establish security requirements prior to granting access.

PUT CONTEXT TO SECURITY WITH COMPANY DETAILS

Other CyberFortis™
Services
»» Cybersecurity Assessments
»» Compliance Readiness
»» Third-Party Cyber Risk
Management
»» Managed Security Services
»» Security Programs & Strategic
Planning
»» Training & Education Programs

In addition to managing the cyber risk of your existing vendors, Secure
Halo™ also offers a platform to assess and compare how well each
vendor candidate will protect information that they’ll potentially
access. This useful perspective is generally ignored or conducted in an
ad hoc manner, but Secure Halo™ standardizes this function into a
side-by-side reporting format. Now you can evaluate potential vendors’
trustworthiness to protect your information in addition to traditional
variables like quotes and referrals.
To learn more about CyberFortis and Secure Halo™, visit www.cyberfortis.com:
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